1. Introduction. The notion of a component orbit is due to G. E. Schweigert, 1 and is closely associated with two theorems established by D. W, Hall and G. E. Schweigert, 2 but so far has been considered only in connection with pointwise periodic homeomorphisms. It is the purpose of this paper to consider an extended concept of this notion and, by applying methods analogous to those used by G. T. Whyburn 8 in obtaining the results of Hall and Schweigert, exhibit certain theorems that contain these results as special cases.
2. Preliminary definitions and remarks. Throughout this paper, X will denote a separable metric space. Let ƒ (X) -X be a homeomorphism defined on X and let x&X.
The point x is recurrent under ƒ provided that given any neighborhood U of x, there exists a positive integer n such that f n (x)ÇzU. The mapping ƒ is pointwise recurrent on the set A C.X provided each point of A is recurrent under/. It should be noted that pointwise recurrence, as defined here, is equivalent to pointwise almost periodicity as used by Ayres, Whyburn, and others.
A non-empty invariant set L whose components can be ordered in a sequence
A component orbit one of whose components is invariant under a positive power of ƒ will be termed a periodic component orbits By the set-orbit of a set A QX we mean +00 -00 and a set-orbit is non-wandering* if there exists a positive integer N such that A -f N (A)5*0. It follows without difficulty that a component orbit is the set-orbit of a connected set, and conversely, the set-orbit of a connected set is a component orbit. Also, a periodic component orbit is the non-wandering set-orbit of a connected set, and conversely, the non-wandering set-orbit of a connected set is a periodic component orbit. Also, if a component orbit contains a periodic component orbit, it is a periodic component orbit, and in a compact space X, a component orbit is periodic if it is closed. Finally we remark that the orbit of a point x +00 -00 is a component orbit, and if x is periodic, its orbit is a periodic component orbit.
3. The main results. We now prove the principal theorems. 
Suppose this is not true. Then we can find 6 an open set V containing K, whose boundary F( V) does not intersect L and such that L is not contained wholly in V.
Select a point a^from each Gi such that Xi~-*x£:Qo. Infinitely many d intersect X-V and thus we may assume that for each i there exists a point yiGd such that yiÇ~X -7. Let C Xi be the component of d containing Xi. Since xGlim inf C Xi , lim sup C xi is connected 7 and hence is contained in Ko» Also, 8 for almost all i, and therefore we may assume for all i, C Xi GV. Each C X{ contains a point s,-of the orbit of yt. A subsequence of {z,}, which we may suppose is the whole sequence, converges to a point s£i£o.
There exists a subsequence {z^} of {z»} such that for each i,-, yij is a positive power of z^ or for each i$, y^ is a negative power of Zi r We shall assume that this sequence is {zi} and that yt is a negative power of Zi for each i, since thfe proof for the case where yi is a positive power of Zi for each * is perfectly analogous, Now, let bi be the first point in the sequence
which is in X-V. A subsequence of {bi}, which again we may suppose is the whole sequence, converges to a point bGL. Thus the points ƒ (bi), i>Ni, are negative powers of Zi which are in V, and therefore the points Z 2^» )» *>Ni 9 are in V. Also,
But again, there exists an integer iV 2 > JVi such that
The points ƒ*(b»•), *>iV2, are then in V and 1 ATW, Theorem (9.1), pp. 14-15. » ATW, Theorem (7.2), p. 12.
P(b % )-*PQ>)eV-(L-K).
But we can find an integer Nz>N% such that f\bi) 9* Zi for i > N 3 , and continuing in this manner we obtain nv) e v, n -1,2,3,..
•.
This contradicts the recurrence of the point b under/, since b^V and therefore we can find a neighborhood Roîb such that
Had we considered a sequence {zi} for which yi is a positive power of Zi for each i, we would have obtained a contradiction to the recurrence under/-1 of some point of lim sup G» -Q.
THEOREM II. Letf(X) = X be a homeomorphism on a compact space X. If G\, Gzt • • • is a sequence of component orbits whose limit inferior contains a periodic component orbit Q and iff is pointwise recurrent on lim sup Gi+^fSiGi, then lim sup Gi is a periodic component orbit.
PROOF. This follows from the proof of the preceding theorem. Let Oi be the orbit determined by y% and Zi in the proof of Theorem I. There exists a neighborhood Ui of Zi, of diameter less than 1/i, such that UiC V and, due to the recurrence of Zi under/, corresponding to Ui we can find a point r»-£ Ui such that u is a positive power of yi. Let bi be the first point in the sequence r»t l {r % ),f-\r % ),-.* which is in X-V. Since r»~>s, we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem I to show that the point &, to which we may assume {bi} converges, is not recurrent under/. From the previous proofs we immediately have the following corollary. 
and fiAkï^Ao. We may also assume that A t j*A % for r^s, r and s being any integers, O^r, s^k* Then xÇzAj, where j is an integer such that O^j^k.
For each tn, let G nf be the orbit under g of x ni . Now,
But now g(L) =L is a homeomorphism on the compact set L and {G ni } is a sequence of orbits whose limit inferior contains the connected set Aj. Also, A j is invariant under g and g is pointwise recurrent on L. 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from either of Theorems I and II of this paper, for since ƒ is pointwise periodic on X, ƒ and f" 1 are pointwise recurrent on X. Also, since X is compact, any set which is the limit of a convergent sequence of component orbits is non-empty, and therefore contains a periodic orbit, which clearly is a periodic component orbit. Thus, the hypotheses of Theorems I and II are satisfied and hence lim Gi is a periodic component orbit. In this connection it may be remarked that a homeomorphism ƒ (X) =X is pointwise periodic if and only if every component orbit in X is a periodic component orbit, where X is not necessarily compact.
That Theorem I is considerably more general than Theorem 1 is evident in more than one sense. Referring to the notation employed in Theorem I, examples satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem can be constructed for which ƒ is not pointwise recurrent on Q and such that ƒ is not pointwise periodic on lim sup Gi -Q.
Theorem 2, which incidentally may be used to prove Corollary 3 of this paper, is a direct consequence of Theorem III. For if/ is pointwise periodic on X, the closure of any orbit in X is a periodic component orbit; namely, the orbit itself.
Here again Theorem III is of more generality than Theorem 2. Using the notation of Theorem III, examples fulfilling the conditions of the theorem can be given for which there exist points in L% say, the closures of whose orbits are not even component orbits, and such that ƒ is not pointwise periodic on L\ nor on Li.
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